We examine the e ect of constraining the number of hidden units. For one-hidden-layer networks with fairly general type of units (including perceptrons with any bounded activation function and radial-basis-function units), we show that when also the size of parameters is bounded, the best approximation property is satis ed, which means that there always exists a parameterization achieving the global minimum of any error function generated by a supremum or L p -norm. We also show that the only functions that can be approximated with arbitrary accuracy by increasing parameters in networks with a xed number of Heaviside perceptrons are functions equal almost everywhere to functions that can be exactly computed by s u c h networks. We g i v e a necessary condition on values that such piecewise constant functions must achieve.
Introduction
We consider the problem of approximating real-valued functions from a compact subset of d-dimensional space by a feedforward, single-hidden-layer neural network with a single linear output unit. Such networks, with either perceptron or radial-basis-function hidden units, are known to have the so-called \universal approximation" property a s long as their activation functions satisfy rather weak conditions (Mhaskar and Micchelli, 1992 , Leshno et al., 1993 , and Park and Sandberg, 1991 . Hence, any continuous or measurable function can be approximated with an arbitrary accuracy by s u c h n e t works provided that arbitrarily large parameters and enough hidden units are available.
However in practical situations, both the size of parameters and the number of hidden units are bounded. The question of whether the universal approximation property can be achieved even with bounded parameters was answered by Stinchcombe and White (1990) . They proved that there exists a constant (which depends on certain characteristics of the activation function) such t h a t w eights and biases, su cient for universal approximation, can be bounded above inabsolute value by the constant. Recently, Hornik (1993) extended this result to an arbitrarily small bound. So, by increasing number of hidden units we can arbitrarily decrease weights and biases. However, little is known about the trade-o between the bound on parameter size and the minimum number of hidden units. In particular, the structure of spaces of functions approximable by networks with a bounded number of hidden units have not been studied.
In this paper, we rst examine the e ect of constraining both the size of parameters and the number of hidden units. We s h o w that in this case, sets of functions computable by networks with fairly general type of hidden units (including perceptrons with any bounded activation function as well as radial-basis-function units) are compact. Thus, the \best approximation" property i s a c hieved, which means that there always exists a parametrization achieving the global minimum of any error function generated by the supremum or L p -norm.
Further, we show that the only functions that can be approximated with arbitrary accuracy by increasing weights in networks with a xed numberofHeaviside perceptrons are functions di ering at most on sets of measure zero from functions that can be exactly computed by s u c h networks. To illustrate how restricted is this class we give an elementary condition on values that such a piecewise constant function must achieve on neighbouring sets from the underlying nite partition. (1993) . Here, we extend their results by showing that such sets not only do not contain such c haracteristic functions, but are even closed. We also show that the assumption that the activation function is essentially Heaviside is neccessary and give examples of functions that can be approximated with any accuracy by n e t works with a xed number of hidden units having a di erentiable activation function. Finally, w e discuss consequences of our results for comparisons of rates of approximation by n e t works with various types of hidden units.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we g i v e necessary de nitions and state our results on the best approximation property. In section 3 closures of spaces of functions computable by networks with a xed number of hidden units are examined, while section 4 compares rates of approximation. The proofs are in Section 5.
The best approximation property
In this paper we consider only classes of one-hidden-layer feedforward networks with a single linear output unit. Since in any practical application, values of the inputs can vary only within certain limits, we can suppose that input vectors are within the unit cube I d , w h e r e I = 0 1] and d is the number of inputs. Capabilities of networks to approximate functions are studied mathematically in terms of closures and dense subspaces see, e.g. Simmons, 1963 , for the basic de nitions and theorems. For many functions , the sets P d ( ) a n d B d ( ) are known to be dense in the space of continuous functions on I d with the supremum norm k:k 1 topology (denoted by C(I d )) and in spaces of Lebesgue measurable functions on I d with L p -norm k:k p for p 2 1 1) (denoted by L p (I d )). In neural networks terminology this capability is called the universal approximation property. H o wever, one may require an arbitrarily large number of hidden units as the accuracy of the approximation increases see recent upper estimates by Barron (1993) , Darken et al. (1993) and Mhaskar and Micchelli (1993) .
In practical situations, the number of hidden units is bounded by some xed positive i n teger. In addition, the parameters are also bounded. Under these conditions, we show that for any function, there is a choice of network parameterization (not necessarily unique) producing an approximation with the minimum error. We call this the best approximation property. Our rst theorem takes advantage of Ascoli's theorem (Simmons, 1993 p.126) Since any norm is continuous with respect to the topology it induces and any continuous function achieves its minimum on a compact space, we can easily derive the best approximation property for a wide class of networks. Thus, the functions that can be approximated arbitrarily well by n e t works with a xed number of Heaviside perceptrons are exactly the functions equal almost everywhere to functions actually computed by s u c h n e t works. These functions form a very narrow class -containing only functions that are piecewise constant on partitions of I d generated by cozero hyperplanes of a ne functions v i x + b i given by w eights v i and biases b i of hidden units. Even among such piecewise constant functions, only a very limited class belongs to P d (# k). Blum and Li (1991) gave a necessary condition for a piecewise constant function to be in P d (# k), namely that it must not contain a \saddle point". Our next theorem extends their characterization. Consider a family of hyperplanes fH i i = 1 : : : k g and by H i0 and H i1 denote the two halfspaces separated by H i . We call a function f : I d ! R piecewise constant with respect to fH i i = 1 : : : k g if for every : f1 : : : k g ! f 0 1g f is constant o n T fH i (i) i = 1 : : : k g. Suppose that for every maximal subfamily fH i i 2 Kg of fH i i = 1 : : : k g with a non-empty i n tersection there exists a constant c K such that for every pair of antipodal sectors into which fH i i 2 Kg cuts an open neighbourhood U of T fH i i = 1 : : : k g nonintersecting H j for j = 2 K, the sum of values of f on these two sectors is equal to c K . It is straightforward to check that this property i s i n variant with respect to interchange between H i 0 a n d H i 1. We call a piecewise constant function satisfying this property balanced. In the case when = # is the Heaviside function we get in (1) a sequence of functions the Lebesgue measures of the supports of which are converging to zero. Such a sequence either converges to a distribution or to a nite function that is almost everywhere zero.
However, when supports of functions (v n x + b n ) ; (v Girosi and Poggio (1990) noted that for the logistic sigmoid = 1 1+exp(;x) the function 1 2(1+cosh(x)) can be approximated with any accuracy by a n e t work with only two hidden units. Indeed, it is easy to verify that 1 2(1 + cosh(x)) = lim n!1 n (x) ; n (x + 1 n ) : 4 4 Comparison of rates of approximation Characterization of closures of spaces of functions computable by networks with a bounded number of hidden units might be useful for comparing the rates of approximation of functions from the same class by n e t works with di erent t ypes of units.
Let F and G be sets of functions computable by one-hidden-layer networks with two di erent t ypes of units. By F(n) a n d G(n) denote subsets of F and G, resp., containing functions computable by n e t works with n hidden units. Let S cl Lp (F) a n d S cl Lp (G), i.e. functions from S can be approximated by n e t works of both types. We s a y t h a t t h e rate of approximation of functions from S by F is related t o t h e r ate of approximation by functions from G if there exists a mapping r : N ! N (N denotes the set of natural numbers) such t h a t f o r e v ery f 2 S and for every " if there exists f n 2 F (n) such t h a t kf ; f n k p < " then there exists g r(n) 2 G (r(n)) such that kf ; g r(n) k p < " . The function r can grow arbitrarily fast we do not restrict to linear or polynomial functions.
Notice that if S contains a function from F, i . e . a function f computable by a network of the rst type, then f 2 cl Lp G(n). So, understanding which functions computable by one type of networks are in closures of sets of functions computable by networks of another type with xed number of hidden units enables comparison of rates of approximation.
We h a ve shown in Theorem 3.1 that P d (# k) is closed in L p (I d ) a n d s o , n o s uciently large class of functions can be approximated by one-hidden-layer networks with another type of units than Heaviside perceptrons with a rate of approximation related to the rate of approximation by perceptron networks.
Mathematical proofs
All limits involving functions are in L p (I d ). Proof of Theorem 2.1 By Ascoli's theorem (see e.g. Simmons, 1963, p.126) a i = # i =U. Put c k = P i2K w i + 2 P i= 2K a i .
For every mapping : K ! f 0 1g de ne : K ! f 0 1g by (i) = 1 ; (i). Each characterizes one of the sectors into which U is cutted by fH i i 2 kg, and characterizes the antipodal sector. Since the value of f on the sector characterized by is P i2K w i i + P i= 2K a i and the value of f on the antipodal sector is P i2K w i i + P i= 2K a i , their sum is equal to P i2K w i + 2 P i= 2K a i = c K .
